Dear Professional Engineers in California Government,
My name is Yaroslav Kutepov. I am a 7th grader at Beverly Vista Middle School in Los Angeles
California. I am grateful and happy to receive the James E. Roberts Award for Excellence from
you at the 70th annual Los Angeles County Science Fair. I am very thankful for organizing the
science fair at such a challenging time for everyone. I appreciate that we were able to go to the
ceremony and get our trophies even during the pandemic. This award has inspired me to dream
big and achieve anything I desire. I wish that kids like me would also work hard and make a
change in this world.
I have always liked engineers and architects. As a matter of fact, my favorite thing to sometimes
do is building random things ranging from sticks to metal scraps. This was the first LA Science
Fair I have attended, and I am very thankful that we were able to participate in such an
organized environment. When I will be old enough, I might come and ask if I can work with you
since I want to become an architect. I will work harder, and I will try to improve on my ideas all
the time.
My project was comparing the effectiveness of three bridges made from the same material but
different designs. The materials that I used were hot glue and craft sticks. Using these
materials, I crafted three bridges with their designs being triangle, square, and flat. I placed
books on the bridges and recorded which bridges would hold the largest number of books. The
triangle design won as it has held the most weight. Flat design was the least strong, but I still
wanted to find a good use for it. My science teacher Mrs. Crane gave me an idea of the animal
bridge, as a flat design looks like terrain and could be used as passages for animals to get from
one side of the freeway to the other. I made a model of the bridge and I tried to make it look as
natural as possible. Recent California wildfires inspired my scenario of a forest burning and
animals running to the other side of the bridge above a freeway. I am humbled that my project
was selected by the judges, and to learn that these types of bridges are being built in California.
Once again, I would like to thank the Professional Engineers in California Government for
awarding me the 2020 James E. Roberts Award for Excellence. I would also like to thank my
science teacher Mrs. Crane for helping me in this project. I am very honored that I was able to
participate in the 70th annual Los Angeles County Science Fair and I wish the best to all of you.

